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A patient's length of stay in a hospital or in any of the general or specialized sections is an index that can be expressed as the days of admission, and it is usually reported as an average. This index may reflect the amount of resources used in a hospital [4] . The length of stay in a hospital is one of the most useful hospital indices that can be used for various purposes, such as hospital care management, quality control, appropriateness of using hospital services, hospital planning, determination of efficiency, and the rate of using hospital resources.
Therefore, due to the underlying role of the patients' length of stay in ICUs, this index has been well received by researchers; hence, various studies have been conducted worldwide to predict the length of stay in ICUs. The exact prediction of patients' stay in ICUs enables doctors to provide more accurate information for patient satisfaction. In addition, doctors can more accurately and deliberately regulate patient care plans and provide more assistance to the authorities and planners to determine, prepare, and allocate financial resources. Moreover, this prediction enables doctors to calculate the length of stay adjusted to risk, and calculate and compare it in and among organizations before and after making changes in everyday hospital management [5] .
In fact, this prediction is an important tool for better service delivery and more patient satisfaction [6] . Hence, designing accurate and reliable models to predict the length of patients' stay is not only helpful for hospital management, but also for prioritizing macro-policies in the health sector, improving the quality of healthcare services, proper prioritization of resource allocation based on the difference in the patients' length of stay on the one hand, and simultaneous attention to the status of the patients' economic and social indices at a micro-level, on the other hand [6] .
Machine learning (ML) is a computational method for inducing and applying knowledge in intelligent systems through particular learning mechanisms; they learn available historical data, and after mathematical model training, they are able to predict a given outcome from example data [7] . ML methods reason from externally supplied records to produce general hypotheses, which then make predictions for events, such as 'the length of stay at hospital' in the future, as an example. There are various techniques to build a concise model of the distribution of outcome labels in terms of predictor features. The resulting predictor is then used to assign value labels to testing instances in which the values of the predictor features are known but the value of the class label is unknown [8] . ML techniques have been widely applied in patient-centric information system development [9] .
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are biologically inspired analytical methods that are able to model extremely complex nonlinear functions. A common type of ANN architecture is the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with learning by a backpropagation algorithm. This type of neural network is a compound of linked input/output units in which every link has an associated weight. Adjusting the weights is the core phase for predicting the correct class label of input through iterative learning. ANNs are new methods of making predictive models that are more popular than other ML algorithms due to the production of high-precision models [8] . Meanwhile, neural networks, with their significant ability to find nonlinear relationships between effective factors and dependent variables as well as the relationships between independent variables through the use of the system of weighing input layer ports, achieve very good prediction performance [8] . Another advantage of this model is the ability of ANNs to learn quickly, which enables them to extract definitive and intelligent responses from fuzzy parameters and avoid complicated and time-consuming computations [10] [11] [12] .
Besides ANN, another intelligent method can be used to determine the length of stay and has achieved good performance, namely, adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (AN-FIS). Using a set of input/output data, ANFIS creates a fuzzy inference system. This algorithm is widely used to study phenomena with nonlinear equations [13, 14] . Therefore, the combination of fuzzy systems based on logical rules and the ANN approach, which has the ability to extract knowledge from numerical information, enables us to use the available data in addition to human knowledge to build a model. The system's membership function parameters are arranged through the post-propagation algorithm or its combination with the least-squares method [15, 16] . Such a hybrid learning architecture can be employed to model nonlinear functions and identify nonlinear components, yielding remarkable results [13] .
Several studies have used statistical methods, such as the regression method and even various data mining methods, including MLP neural networks and regression tree, to predict the length of stay of patients in hospitals. The results of some studies have demonstrated the accuracy of the methods used to predict the length of stay [3, 17, 18] . In some of these studies, the neural network approach has achieved better performance than other methods [19, 20] . However, all these studies have focused on estimating the length of stay in the hospital. A few studies have also been conducted to determine the length of stay in ICUs. However, in these studies, Vol. 24 • No. 2 • April 2018
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only statistical methods, such as linear regression, have been used [3, 21] , whereas data mining methods have been rarely used for this purpose [22] . However, since patients undergoing cardiac surgery are routinely sent to the ICU after surgery, to strategically manage ICUs, it is necessary to determine the length of stay of the patients after the surgery. Thus, order and precision in the scheduling of surgeries and the management of ICUs and operating rooms can be improved. This study aimed to use intelligent modeling methods with the capability of exploring linear and nonlinear relationships between the study variables, including ANNs and ANFIS, to predict the length of stay of surgical patients hospitalized in the ICUs of three hospitals in Shiraz, Iran during the second quarter of 2016. After designing and testing each model, the best one was selected based on a comparison of the models using mean squared error (MSE) and R criteria. Finally, the accuracy of the optimal model in this study is discussed in relation to the results of other previous reports.
II. Methods
This applied research was a cross-sectional descriptiveanalytic study carried out in heart surgery ICUs of three hospitals in Shiraz, Iran during the second quarter of 2016 to examine and compare intelligent modeling techniques for prediction of the length of patients' stay in the hospitals. The initial data processing was done using the SPSS version 16 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), and MATLB 8.4 software (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was then used to create and evaluate the models. The present study was conducted in six stages.
Identification of the Factors Affecting the Length of
Stay in Intensive Care Units At this stage, English and Persian articles published from 1990 to 2015 in medical databases, such as Web of Science (ISI), PubMed, SCOPUS, and ProQuest, as well as domestic databases, such as SID, IranMedex, and Magiran, were searched and selected using the following keywords and their Persian equivalents: length of stay, hospital stay, ICU stay, neural networks, data mining, coronary artery disease, and cardiovascular diseases. For this purpose, keywords with the same meaning were placed on a common line, and during database searches, the OR operator was used for the keywords that were on the same line, while the AND operator was used to find those on different lines. After selection and review of the articles, 32 variables were extracted as determinants of patients' length of stay in ICUs after cardiac surgery, and these variables were used for the next stage of the study (Table 1) .
Data Collection Based on Variables and Identified
Factors The data related to the 32 variables identified in the previous stage were collected by three surgical room nurses in the three hospitals for 311 cardiac surgery patients admitted to the ICUs of the hospitals, who had been selected through a non-random convenience sampling method during the second quarter of 2016. The required data were collected manually from the forms available in the patients' files, including Perfusion Data Sheets and Anesthesia Record Sheets. Other variables and data not recorded in the patients' files were collected through interviews with the patients.
Data Preparation (Preprocessing) 1) Cleaning
This stage included steps to remove incorrect or incomplete items. Given that the data quality could have been low due to incorrectly registered or unregistered items, the data were reviewed and corrected before the analysis stage. Some of the nominal variables were subdivided into fewer categories, and in some cases, independent quantitative variables were changed into qualitative ones.
2) Variable reduction
To determine the most important variables affecting the dependent variable (the days of patient stay in ICUs), the CART decision tree method was used.
Conversion of Electronic Dataset to Learning and Test
Datasets At this stage, the collected data were divided into a learning set (80% of the data as a learning set for making models) and a test set (20% remaining as test and validation data for testing and evaluation of the models).
Modeling with ANN and ANFIS Methods
At this stage, the models were created using the ANN and ANFIS methods using the variables and factors determined in the previous stage.
The MLP network consisted of a feedforward network with a sigmoid function in the hidden layer as well as a logarithmic sigmoid in the output layer. The MLP network with a graded back-propagation gradient algorithm was designed using MATLAB 8.4 software to predict the outcomes of the length of stay. To access the best-performing network, various networks with different structures were trained, and the performance of these networks was obtained according to the test dataset (10%), validation (10%), and training data (80%) and were then evaluated. The number of neurons in the network was selected through trial and error. In this regard, the MLP network was trained with various numbers of neurons, and based on the evaluation results, the most efficient network was selected.
Afterwards, the initial inputs were converted into fuzzy sets using Gaussian membership functions, and as inputs to the neural network, learning operations were performed on them.
Error Calculation and Comparison of Model
Performance In each of the aforementioned modeling methods, the length of a patient's stay was determined, and the models were compared by calculating the output MSE and R.
III. Results
The results showed that most of the cases studied were male (63%) and affected by left ventricular dysfunction (81.4%), with none of following conditions, including history of heart surgery (95.8%), renal disease (94.5%), hypertension (52.7%), myocardial infarction (96.5%), respiratory disease (94.5%), peripheral vascular disease (95.8%), coronary artery bypass grafting (98.7%), and embolus (99%). Furthermore, most of the patients included in the study were non-smokers (66.6%), and showed no hypercholesterolemia (81.7%), no hypercreatinine (94.9%), no atrial fibrilliation (92%), and no pre-operation infection (98.7%). Most of the cardiac surgery patients were operated on particularly due to heart bypass (70.4%) or respiratory heart bypass (85.9%) where 85.2% of operations were elective. Studied patients were affected by heart failure (57.6%), sinus rhythm (82.6%) and mainly needed surgery for off-pump coronary artery bypass grafting (83.6%), cardiogenic shock (99%), mitral valve pathology (69.5%), and mitral valve surgery (86.2%), as shown in Table  1 .
Also, the mean age and body mass index (BMI) of the studied patients were 49.38 years and 23.44 kg/m 2 , respectively.
The duration of aortic clamp time was 46.53 minutes and cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) was 71.7 minutes; the mean value of patients' hematocrit was 35.58% (Table 2) . Among 32 variables identified in the literature review, 23 influential factors were defined based on the repetition rate 
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in decision tree nodes used for predicting the length of stay in ICUs after cardiac surgery. These variables are the following: age, gender, surgery type, hematocrit, type of operation, duration CPB, clamp time, left ventricular ejection fraction, renal disease, reoperation, hypertension, OPCAB (off-pump coronary artery bypass), CPB, sinus rhythm, myocardial infarction, mild valvulopathy, NYHA (New York Heart Association), creatinine, MIDCAB (minimally invasive direct coronary artery bypass), HVS (heart valve surgery), hypercholesterolemia, preoperative infection, and BMI. The developed decision tree and variables included in the structure with a produced rule are presented in Figure 1 .
Next, having applied the defined influential factors, predictive models were constructed using ANN and ANFIS algorithms. Evaluation criteria for model assessment were calculated. Table 3 presents the results of MLP with different neurons according to R indicator. The results revealed that MLP with 200 neurons in a hidden layer has more ability to determine patients' length of stay in ICUs after cardiac surgery. The output of ANFIS comprises rules composed of fuzzified variables; in the IF part, the independent variables shown in Table 1 are used, and in the THEN part, the quantitative value of patients ICU length of stay are presented in day units.
After model development using the ANN and ANFIS algorithms, assessment criteria including R and MSE were used for evaluation. As shown in Table 4 , the considered evaluation criteria were higher for ANFIS than ANN. Also, Table 4 compares the MSE, which is the difference between the real and predicted values of patients' length of stay in ICUs after cardiac surgery. Also, the value of R regression, which is the correlation between the value predicted by the developed model and the real values of length of stay in ICUs using MLP and ANFIS methods.
IV. Discussion
The methods used in this study were a MLP neural network algorithm and an ANFIS to predict patients' length of stay (day) in ICU after cardiac surgery. In previous studies, regression methods have been used more than other methods to estimate the length of stay as a quantitative variable (in terms of hours or days). In many of those studies, the length of stay in ICU was predicted in separate classes to be 'more than 2' , '4' , '7' , and '10 days' as the outcomes; therefore, logistic regression methods, which are suitable for qualitative dependent variables have been used [3, 17, 18] . Clearly, quantitative determination and estimation of the length of stay (day/hour) is more useful and appropriate for managing the beds of an ICU as well as policy making at hospitals and making optimal decisions because it provides more precise and defined values [5, 6, 35, 36] . Although Belderrar and Hazzab [37] used the hierarchical genetic algorithm to define the main predictive factors and fuzzy radial basis function neural network to define the optimal predictive model, they estimated the length of stay in hospital rather than a specific ward, such as ICU, particularly after cardiac surgery. Moreover, the output obtained in this study is more remarkable than other studies, including the study by Lafaro et al. [21] , in which the length of patients' stay after heart surgeries was determined using a neural network with six influencing variables of age, sex, creatinine, etc. The reason is that the value of R obtained was 0/535, which is very weak compared to the outcomes of the present study (R = 0.88). Moreover, the number of influencing variables identified in the present study was 23, which is stronger than the set of variables used in Lafaro's study. The value of R obtained in the study by Verburg et al. [3] entitled "A Comparison of Regression Methods for Modeling the Length of Stay in the Intensive Care Unit" conducted in 2014 was about 0.44, which is significantly less than the value obtained in this study (R = 0.88). In the present study, in addition to the high accuracy obtained by the ANFIS method (R = 0.88), another advantage of ANFIS is that it creates outputs as transparent and understandable rules for the users; in the regression algorithms used in other studies, only one numerical output is determined as the impact factor of each variable.
The results of R for training, testing, and validation sets learning using the ANN and ANFIS algorithms are compared in Table 3 . To prevent overfitting, the performance of the algorithms was checked with testing and validation sets that were not used for model development. The similarity of the R values for the testing set (0.3) and the validation set (0.4) reveals the quality of the model developed by only the training set and assessed by two other sets, especially for 20 and 50 neurons in the hidden layer of the ANN structure. ANFIS uses experts' knowledge to define the cut-offs in defining membership functions for fuzzification of the input variables used in the ANN, and it achieves much better results due to less MSE and higher R. In this study, through applying a decision tree, more effective influential factors were found. Hence, the strength of the method developed in this study is that it uses more proper and precise inputs for mapping by a stronger algorithm (ANFIS) to find the nonlinear relationship, resulting in a valid model for this specific purpose.
These valid models can be used as part of an input-inductive inference engine for the knowledge base of a management decision-making support system. It will facilitate decision making on the management of ICU beds by determining the length of stay for each patient based on his/ her independent variables influencing the length of stay in the given unit. Moreover, this proposed system may be integrated with the hospital information system as a valuable database with constant patient data collection from provided care, as suggested by Kwon et al. [38] .
In this study, the duration of aortic clamp time and the duration of CPB, which are directly related indexes to cardiac patient care in ICUs, were used for the first time for modeling, and ultimately resulted in high precision with an average number of records.
Time and budget constraints prevented further prospective data collection, which could lead to higher precision in future research using additional records.
In conclusion, in this study, neural network and neurofuzzy (ANFIS) algorithms were used to create two models for predicting the length of stay of patients undergoing cardiac surgery in the heart surgery ICUs of three hospitals in Shiraz, Iran, and the two models were compared with each other.
The performance of the neuro-fuzzy method was superior to that of other methods. These predictors could be very helpful for hospital managers to carefully manage cardiac surgeries and ICU beds which are limited in number.
